
Being a Sikh Activity 

 

Aim: In the video Jasvir talks about how her beliefs shape what she eats.  This 

activity aims to show the children that what they eat is also shaped by beliefs, 

preferences, and other factors. 

 

You will need big pieces of paper with the following written on: 

 Don’t like the taste 

 Makes me ill 

 Don’t like the texture 

 Don’t like the look of it 

 Don’t like the idea of it 

 My faith or worldview doesn’t allow it 

 

 

Put the papers up around the classroom. Introduce the categories to the 

children.  Non-religious Vegan and Vegetarian diets will fall under the faith and 

worldview category. 

 

These can be used in several ways: 

 List foods to the children.  If they don’t eat that food, they then write it 

on the relevant sheet  

o Include foods you know may fall under religious prohibitions 

followed by some of the children. 

o Include foods from the major foot categories – fruit, veg, carbs, 

meat, dairy. It is worth including popular foods as there can be 

children who don’t like chips or ice cream! Also include flavours and 

styles, e.g., spicy, dry, sloppy, bland.  Avoid national cuisines.  The 

children may well mention them but make it clear that spicy foods, 

for example, can be found in many cuisines. 

o Also include foods that many British people tend not to like the 

idea of, but other nations do, e.g., Frogs legs, Escargot (Snails), 

horse meat 

 The children can move from sheet to sheet writing down any food that 

they don’t eat that fits the category 

 Divide the class into 6 groups.  Each group spends a little time at each 

paper, talks about it, and then writes down any foods they don’t eat that 

fits the category.  They then move on to next sheet. 

 

 



When finished, display the sheets together so that everyone can review what 

has been written.  Review the findings and use this as a stimulus to discussion.  

You might like to cover the following themes: 

 Pretty much all of us have something we do not eat, and there can be 

many reasons 

 Even if we are not religious, our culture shapes what we eat.  E.g., many 

British people find the idea of Escargot repulsive whereas in France they 

are a delicacy. Some cultures in the Far East find the idea of cheese 

repulsive.  Get the children to think about how cheese is made; it often 

involves mould!  

 Some foods we find strange because we have never seen them or tried 

them.  Think about how small children or even teenagers can be very 

unsure about trying new foods 

 Stress that for some people, faith or worldviews are shown in what they 

eat.  E.g., non-religious vegetarianism is based on concerns about animal 

welfare. This is a commitment that can be difficult at times, for example 

if there are no vegetarian options at a restaurant, going on holiday, or 

having to say no to Haribo that you have been offered (due to the animal 

product of gelatine) 

 We eat many times a day and so for people of faith like Jasvir, thinking 

about what they can eat is a constant reminder of the commitments of 

faith. Eating and drinking is one of the most basic things we do, so 

religious rules about food keep God/The Divine in the forefront of our 

lives. 


